Winter Fair

Friday 20th December 2019

We had a fantastic turn out at this year’s Winter Fair! It
was a great success and thoroughly enjoyed by all. A
100% attendance winners trip to Winter
special thank you to all the parents/carers and staff for
all their hard work to made the event such a success. Wonderland
This week 20 pupils from Year 1 to Year 3, who have
Well done all!
100% attendance, were randomly selected in our
prize draw to watch Zippos Christmas show at
Winter Wonderland. We all had such an amazing
time and really enjoyed the show! Please continue
to come into school every day – well done to you
all!

Ragged School Museum

Year 6 pupils had the opportunity to visit the first free
school in London and they had an immersive
experience on how it was for children in the 1800’s at
home and in school. They also wrote a comparative
writing outcome to help them reflect - History Topic
link.

Value Nomination Winners

Well done to all our values winners for this half
term! This half term we have two values
champions (They have won all three school
values!) Daniel and Sumaiya. Remember you can
nominate anyone who demonstrates our school
values to be a values winner, the next round will
be at the end of the first Spring Term.

Planting Workshop

EYFS, Year 1, Year 2 and Year 4 pupils had a fantastic
time planting bulbs in Shandy Park recently with
Michelle who works with ‘The Nature and Us Project’
from Tower Hamlets Cemetery Park. We can't wait to
see our beautiful flowers blossom in Spring!

Parent Consultations
We are changing the way in which we carry out the
parent/carer consultations. Going forward, consultations
will take place on one day. The next consultations are on
Wednesday 15th January. You will be able to book a time
slot during the first week back - we will let you know when
you can do this. The consultations will take place on the
one day and appointments will be between 3.50pm and
7.50pm on the day. We will give you further information
about this during the first week back in January 2020.

We would like to wish all of our pupils, parents and
carers a very happy and restful Christmas break.
We look forward to seeing to all on Tuesday 7th
January.

STAR PUPILS for w/c 9th
December 2019

3 Red:
Hafsa - Hafsa has been a huge help in
class and around the school. She always
displays integrity.
Aanisa – For settling into class very quickly
and trying really hard in all lessons.
4 Red:

Nursery:
Khadija Khalid - For excellent singing during the
Nativity.
Yusuf - For reading the script really well during
the Nativity.

Reception:
Yapha - For doing brilliant acting as 'Robin the
bird' in our Nativity and for remembering all her
lines.
Siyana - For doing amazing reading as the
narrator in our Nativity.

1 Red:
Aydin - Excellence - For always doing the right
thing and being focussed in his learning.
Megan - Excellence - For her amazing
performance at the winter concert.

2 Red:
Daisy - For always focusing on her work.
Blake - Achieving the integrity value for always
doing the right thing.

3 Blue:
Jannath - Jannath is star pupils this week
because her performance in the Winter
Concert was very beautiful and accomplished.
Keep dancing Jannath because you are very
talented.
Tasnim - Tasnim performed amazingly in the
Winter Concert and her confidence shone
through. We can't wait to see more Tasnim.

Lawrent - Lawrent deserves star pupil for
integrity. He has really taken responsibility for
his behaviour this week and work extremely
hard.
Amelie-Rose - Deserves star pupil for
excellence. She did not give up with her
assessments this week and kept checking her
answer so that she could achieve the highest
results possible.

5 Red:
Abdirahman - Abdi wrote an excellent nonchronological report comparing Judaism
and Islam. He is making great progress in
literacy at the moment - keep up the hard
work.
Charlie - Charlie is showing more and more
integrity when it comes to his work this halfterm. He clearly cares about his education
and wants to impress in all the learning that
he does.

5 Blue:
Tamika – For settling in well into her new class.
Kayse – For always showing model
behaviour.

6 Red:
Layla - Layla is new to Solebay and we would
like to welcome her to our school.
Tristan - For Excellence in using his inference
techniques in answering comprehension
questions.

6 Blue:
LJ - This week LJ has really done his absolute
best to have a positive outlook and to be on
his best behaviour.
Harry - Harry is always doing the right thing
even when no one is looking - he does
outstanding work in all his books and is a
great role model.

